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The purpose of this paper is to prove the following result: 
THEOREM. Let G be a finite, nonabelian, simple group which possesses an 
involution t such that the centralizer oft in G is isomorphic to (V x L)(B), where 
V is a fourgroup, L is isomorphic to L3(4), and where ,6I is an involution inducing 
an outer automorphism of L and acting nontrivially on V. Then G is isomorphic 
to the sporadic simple group of Suzuki of order 213 . 37 . 9 ’ 7 . 11 . 13. 
Remark. It is worthwhile to note that there is a centralizer of an involution 
x in the Held group He which has the same composition factors as Co(t). 
However C,,(x) does not split over O,(C&,(z)); see for instance [l] and [5]. 
Also it seems to be noteworthy that in the O’Nan group O,,, there is an 
involution y such that / Co,(y)1 = 1 c,(t)/, the group C,(y) involves 
L,(4), and O,(CoN( y)) is cychc of order 4. 
NOTATION 
1 G /a means the order of the Sylow 2-subgroups of the group G. 2” T IG ] 
means 2a divides the order of G, whereas 2 a+1 does not divide the order of G. 
a: b -+ c means a-lba = c, where a, 6, c are group elements. a: B -+ C means 
a-IBa is a subgroup of C, where a is a group element and B and C are 
subgroups of the group in consideration. All other notation is standard. 
1. PREPARATORY LEMMAS 
LEMMA 1.1. Denote by a a nontrivial 3rd root of 1 in the Galois-field 
GF(4) of four elements. Then <r, 7, CL, A, T’, E> = X is isomorphic to a Sylow 
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2-subgroup of L,(4), h w ere the isomorphism is given by the following corre- 
spondences : 
Here it is understood that, in determining the multiplication table of X we 
use the canonical images of the listed matrices in L,(4). We get n2 = ~2 = p2 = 
A2 z Tr2 = [” = 1, [CL, 7’1 = 7r, [CL, 51 = 7TT, [A, 7’1 = 7r7, [A, 51 = 7, (n, ) = 
Z(X), and [CL, A] = [T’, 51 = 1. 
LEMMA 1.2. Let 9 be the automorphism of L,(4) induced by the nontrivial 
field automorphism of GF(4). Let k be the automorphism of L,(4) induced by the 
transpose-inverse map of the elements in SL,(4). If /3 is an involution inducing 
an outer automorphism of L,(4) then, up to inner automorphisms, for the action 
of /3 on L,(4) we get the following possibilities: /3 E {y, qk, k} or /3 corresponds to 
[ % s]k. f 1 811, [ 1 8)~, or f E 8jq~. 
LEMMA 1.3. Consider the groups 
b3(4), g 8 s),v) and i L,(4), [ % $,k), 
then by a result of Sylow we have up to isomorphism the following three cases 
for /3, namely 9, k, or vk. 
LEMMA 1.5. Set E1 = <rr, 7, TV, X) and E, = (m, 7, T’, 6). Then 
N(E,) n L,(4) is isomorphic to a semidirect product of Ei with A, , where A, acts 
faithfully on E, . Here A, denotes the alternating group of degree 5. If we are in the 
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case /l = v, then p normalizes Ei and the factor group EiA,@)IEi is isomorphic 
to &, , the symmetricgroup of degree 5. If we are in the cases B = k or /? = vk, 
then /3 maps El onto E, . 
Proof. Let /3 = p). If va would be the identity on Ei with some a E L,(4), 
then we would have a E C(r) n C(p./\) = El or a E C(r) n C(t) = E2 . But v 
is not the identity on Ei . Hence A,(y,)E,/E, operates faithfully on Ei and 
hence must be a subgroup of A,, the alternating group of degree 8. The 
assertion follows. 
2. 213 DIVIDES THE ORDER OF G 
LEMMA 2.1. If 1 G I2 divides 21° and we are in the cases /3 = 9) or /3 = pk, 
then a Sylow 2-subgroup of G contains exactly 2 elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 26; these are Ri = <t, t’, Ei> for i = 1, 2. 
Proof. We have 1 C(t)lz = 2g and so we may assume 1 G 1s = 2lO. Let 
R be another elementary abelian subgroup of order 26 and assume T to be a 
Sylow 2-subgroup of G containing Rl , R, , R, and /3. Let S denote the group 
RIRR,@). As Z(S)(S) = (t, z-) and as Sa = (r), we have T = S(a), where 
a is an involution and a: t 4 trr. Since R,R, is a characteristic subgroup of S, 
we have R,R,R is a subgroup of T of order 24 or 21°. If the order of R,R,R 
is 2r0, then RIR, n R is a group of order 2s. If we had RiR = T for some 
i E { 1,2}, then Ri n R would lie in the center of T, against ) Z( T)I = 2. If 
1 R,R ) = 2g for some i, then / Ri n R 1 = 23. The Jordan canonical form 
then yields 1 Z(T)/ > 2, a contradiction. If ) RiR ( is equal to 2*, then 
1 Ri n R I = 24 and hence Rl n R, n R = (t, t’, rr, T) lies in Z(T), which is 
absurd. Thus we have j RIR,R I = 2g. This implies / R,R, n R 1 = 25 and 
without loss of generality we may assume that R,Rz n R is a subgroup of R, . 
We get I(t, t’, r, T) n RIR, n R / 3 23, a contradiction to I Z(T)/ = 2. The 
lemma is proved. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let /3 equal k. Then 210 cannot divide the order of G and G 
cannot be simple. 
Proof. As R,R, is a characteristic subgroup of S, we get that S - R,R, is 
a characteristic subset of S. The squares of all the elements of order 4 of this 
set generate the group (t). Hence, (t) char S and so 2i” does not divide the 
order of G. 
Assume now that G is simple. As Z(S) = (t, r, T), no other involution 
of Z(S) can be conjugate to t. The group generated by the squares of the 
elements of s’ equals (r, 7) and hence trr cannot be conjugate to rr. We have 
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3 G-classes of involutions in Z(S), namely: t; t?r, tr, tm; n, T, 7~7. There are 
32 involutions in S - R,R, all of which are conjugate to k under S. We have 
C,(k) = (t, n, T, k). By a theorem of Thompson we have that k must have 
conjugates in R,R, , hence 28 divides 1 C(k)]. As S - R,R, contains only one 
S-class of involutions, we get 1 C(t) n C(k)\, equals 24, and hence t N k N kn. 
But t is not conjugate to tn. This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.3. Let S = ((t, t’) x E,E,)(vk). Then 1 N(R,)I either equals 
212. 3 . 5 and t N trr under N(R,) OY 212. 32 5 and t-t’ - tt’ - trr - 
tt’n - t’n under N(R,). 
Proof. Using similar arguments as in Lemma 2.2, we get that 1 G I2 is 
greater than 2g. The group N(R,) n C(t) is isomorphic to R,A, and has the 
following conjugate classes of involutions and numbers of elements in these 
classes: t-l; tt’-1; t’-1; tn-15; t’a-15; tt’n-15; r-15. As 21° divides 
/ G 1 and as R,R, char S, we have 21° divides I N(R,R,)l and hence 2$ divides 
1 N(R,)l. If t had only 2 conjugates under N(R,) we would have t’ or tt’ lying 
in the center of N(R,) which is impossible. Hence the number of t-conjugates 
under N(RJ is even and greater than 2. We have Sa = (n). If t is conjugate to 
t’ under N(R,), it then follows that I N(R,)I E {213 . 3 . 5, 2g . 33 . 5, 212 32 . 5). 
In the first case tt’ would have 16 conjugates under N(R,) and we had 2g 
divides 1 N(R,) n C(tt’)l, against t N tt’. By symmetry let t w t’ N tt’ N trr 
be the N(R,)-class of t in the second case. Let a E N(R,) with a: t -+ trr and 
hence a: t’ + {t’, tt’, t, tx>, where x E Ei . But all the possibilities yield a 
contradiction when applying a to tt’. If we consider the case that t is not 
conjugate to t’ or tt’ under N(R,) we easily get ) N(R,)I E (212 . 3 . 5, 
2$ . 3 . 5 23). The second case cannot occur, because C(Ri) = R, and 23 
does not divide j GL(6, 2)l. This completes the proof. 
LEMMA 2.4. Let S = ((t, t’) x E,E,)(~). Then 1 N(R,)( is either 213 . 3 . 5 
OY 213 . 32 . 5. 
Proof, As in (2.3) we get 2 lo divides I G / and C(t) n N(R,) splits in: 
t-l, tn-15, t’-2, t’n-30, 7r--15. If 21° does not divide / N(R,)l, we have 
that 21° divides ) N(R,R,)I and hence there is an a with a: R, + R, , m + -rr, 
t + tn. This means that the order of the N(RJ-class of t is odd and consists of 
at least 15 elements. Because of I GL(6, 2)/ we then easily get that t has 31 
conjugates under N(R,). By transforming with a this yields a contradiction. 
Hence 21° divides 1 N(R,)I. The rest of the proof is now the same as in (2.3), 
so we are done. 
LEMMA 25. In the 4 cases for I N(R,)J we always haoe O,(N(R,)) = L is a 
special group of order 21° with center Z(L) = Ei . 
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(a) If 1 N(R,)I = 213 * 3 * 5, we have N(R,)/L s ,X6. 
(b) If 1 N(R,)( = 212 * 3 * 5, we have N(RJL = A, . 
(c) If 1 N(&)I = 213 . 3a . 5, we have N(R,)/L = ((X) x A5)(x), where 
o(X) = 3, o(x) = 2, (X, x) = z3, and A&) = 25. 
(d) If I N(RJ = 212 * 3s . 5, we have N(R,)/L = (X) x A,, where 
o(X) = 3. 
Proof. (a) and (b): Consider R = N(R,)/R, . Clearly ) R 1 equals 27 . 3 . 5 
or 26 . 3 5 and R contains in both cases A, as a composition factor. 
Assume O,(R) to be trivial. Hence A, is a normal subgroup of R. But as 
C,(A,) n A, = 1 and C,(A,) is normal in R, we easily get a contradiction. 
Put L/R, = O,(R). Let w E N(R,) n C(t) be an element of order 5. Then 
(t, t’) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(w) n C(t) and as t’ N tt’ it follows easily 
that (t, t’) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(w). Hence w induces a fixpointfree 
automorphism of L/(t, t’). It follows that j L 1 equals 21° in both cases (a) 
and (b). Because of the operation of A, on L/R, we easily get that L/R, is 
elementary abelian of order 24. Clearly Z(L) is a proper subset of Ri . Assume 
1 Z(L)1 = 25, then Z(L) intersects L$ nontrivially and so Ei CZ(L) and Z(L) 
either equals (t’, Ez) or (tt’, EJ which is impossible in case (a). Without loss 
of generality let t’ lie in the center of N(R,). We then have t’ N tt’ N t’Ei N 
tt’Ei under G. We can find some a E C(tt’) with ta = trr and some 1 EL with 
tz _- tn and t” = t’. This gives al E C(t) and al: t’ --f t’r which is impossible 
in C(t). As t $Z(L) and because of w we then haveZ(L) = Ei , for in the same 
way as above Z(L) = (t’) or Z(L) = (tt’) yields a contradiction. As L” 
intersects Z(L) nontrivially, we get that Z(L) C La and therefore 
L2 E {Z(L), Z(L)<0 Z(L)<0 Z(L)(t), &I. 
Consider case (b): The conjugates of t’ under N(R,) are either t’, tt’ or 
t’Z(L) or t’ tt’Z(L) - tt’. Assume I: t’ -+ tt’ -F t’, t--f tz -+ t with some 
xEZ(L)andlcL-RRi,andsowegetl:tt’ -+ t’z, a contradiction. Similarly 
we have that t’ is not conjugate to tt’z under N(Ri). Therefore we have that 
the conjugates oft’ lie in t’Z(L) and those of tt’ in tt’Z(L). AsZ(L) n (t, t’} = 1, 
we get the following N(Ri)-classes of Ri:z(L) - 1; tZ(L); t’Z(L); tt’Z(L); 
and C,(t) = C,(t’) = C,(tt’) = Ri, hence L2 = Z(L). As L’ # I and 
because of the action of w, we finally get that L is a special group. 
Consider case (a): Clearly L2 E{Z(L), Z(L)(t), Ri}. As tz with x E E, cannot 
be a square, the case La = Z(L)(t) is impossible. If t’ would not have 32 
conjugates under N(R,), the set {t’, tt’> would be the conjugacy class of t’ 
under N(R,). By an equal calculation as in case (b) we then get L2 = Z(L), 
moreover L2 is special. (c) and (d): Again consider R = N(Ri)/Ri . Clearly 
/ R / equals 27 . 32 . 5 or 2s . 3*. 5 and hence as nonabelian simple normal 
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subgroups of R only A, or A, may occur. Assume that there is only one class 
of subgroups of order 3 in N(R,). We then could find one that centralizes t and 
a conjugate of 7~ in Ei , which is impossible. It follows that N(R,) and R have 
elementary abelian Sylow 3-subgroups. Let U be a Sylow 3-subgroup of 
N(R,). The GF(2)[UJ-module Ri then has E, as a submodule. By Maschke’s 
theorem there exists a complement which contains in our case only conjugates 
of t and without loss of generality we may assume that it has the following 
structure: (t, t’) or (t, tx) or (t, t’x) with some XE Ei. As 1 C(t’): C,-.(&t’)j = 2 
we have that C((t, tx)) and C((t, t’x)) are 2-groups. As U cannot act faith- 
fully on the complement, we get that there is an element of order 3 in N(R,) 
acting nontrivially on V = (t, t’). Hence ( N(R,) r\ C(V)1 = 2s . 3 . 5 and 
1 N(R,) n N(V)1 equals 2Q . 32 . 5 or 2s . 32 . 5. By a theorem of Sylow 
N(R,) must contain elements of order 15 and consequently A, cannot occur 
as a normal subgroup in R. Let N, be a minimal normal subgroup of R and 
assume O,(R) = 1. Thus ( N /r = 3 or N, g A,. If j N, 1 = 3 we get that 
C,(N,) splits over N, , say C,(N,) = N, x ‘%a 4 R, where A, must be a 
composition factor in ‘%a . As 0,(9&J = 1 we get by a simple order argument 
that Aj g !JP Q R. The group C,(A,) is a (2, 3)-group the order of which is 
divisible by 23 * 3 and hence we get O,(R) # 1, a contradiction. The rest of 
the proof is now completely the same as in the cases (a) and (b). The lemma is 
proved. 
LEMMA 2.6. If t is not conjugate to t’ in G, then 28 T / C(t’)l. 
Proof. Assume by way of contradiction that t is not conjugate to t’ and 
that 2Q divides / C(t’)l. Let R,R,(a) be a 2-subgroup of C(t’)l. Let R,R,(a) be 
a 2-subgroup of C(t’) of order 2Q containing R,R, . Without loss of generality 
we may assume a: t--f tn. By Lemma 2.5 there is an 1 EL with 1: t -+ tr, 
t’ -+ t’z, where z is a nontrivial element in El . Hence al: t + t, t’ -+ t’z, 
which contradicts the structure of C(t). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 2.7. The order of G is divisible by 213. 
Proof. This has still to be shown in the cases 2.5(b) and 2.5(d). In both 
cases the group (.rr, T) lies in the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of N(R,), 
but by the structure of C(t) we conclude that Sylow 2-subgroups of G have 
cyclic centers. The lemma is shown. 
LEMMA 2.8. Let a be an involution conjugate to t and let E be an elementary 
abelian group of order 24 all involutions of which are not conjugate to t. If a 
centralizes E then the coset aE contains only conjugates oft. 
Proof. This is a direct consequence of Lemma 2.5 and of the structure 
of C(t). This proves the lemma. 
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3. DISCUSSION OF THE CUES (2.5a) AND (2.5~) 
LEMMA 3.1. We now give generators and relations for the Sylow 2-sub- 
groups ofN(RJ in the cases 2.5(a) and 2.5(c). 
Let T = (t, t’, rr, 7, EL, h, r’, [, e, , e, , e,, , e, , p) be a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(RJ, where e, may be chosen so that e,: t -+ tx for x E {rr, 7, cw\, h). Consider 
1 0 0 
G-0 a: 0, 
i 1 0 1 a2 
then G E N(R,) n N(R,), o(G) = 3, and G: n--f TT --f 7, p --f CL/\ -+ A, 
7’ -+ r&t + rrt, and PG = G2/% We may further choose e, so that [e, , ,6] = 1, 
hence ez2 E (r, ELLA). Because of the action of [ and /3 we may assume [e, , 51 = 1 
and then even eV2 = 1. Let e, = ez’. As t’ and tt’ occur symmetrically we put 
e,,: t’ -+ t’T and hence e,: t’ +- t’m. There are essentially two cases for ei’, 
namely (I) [e, , T’] = 1 and so [e, , fl = [e, , T’] = 1 or (II) [e, , T’] = rr 
and so [e, , f] = [e, , T’] = 7. As e,G = e,@ we easily have the following two 
possibilities: (A) [e, , e,] = 1 and e,e = e,e, or (B) [e, , e,] = 7~ and 
e s = e,e,tn. Now choose e,, EL to be an involution and so that [e,,,, @] = 1. 
Computing eWA[ we then have two cases: (a) e,,A[ = e,,e,, and [e r, e,J = 1 or 
(b) e,,,[ = e,e,,t and [e, , e,,] = Z-PA . Considering (II), we get 
and when computing (ezh)s = eL;e we get a contradiction, hence (II) cannot 
occur. In exactly the same way we can omitt (B) too. If we put e, = e,G, we 
finally yield by a subtle but simple calculation the following two possibilities 
for the action of e,, and e,: 
(4 l% , kl = b, , cdl = [es , 61 = [e, , 61 = [ewA , 4 = 1, euA = 
e,e,, , eAB = e,e, , ei’ = ene,eh , eAB = e,,e, , treuA = t’A, t’e, = t’p. 
(b) k?, y e,J = 74, [eI , qil = 4 [en, 61 = v, [e, ,4 = wk 
led y e,] = 1, e:, = e,e,,t, e,C = e,e,tt’rr, e:i = e,eJ’n, ei’ = e,e,e,t, 
eAB = e,,e, , t/e,,+ = t’X, t’e, = t’p. So all generators and relations for Sylow 
2-subgroups of N(RJ are found. 
LEMMA 3.2. If we have case (a) of Lemma 3.1 then the group G cannot be 
simple. 
Proof. First consider 213 T 1 G 1: Assume C(p) contains elementary 
abelian subgroups of order 2*. Hence t must operate on such a group with at 
least 2* fixed points, but C(t) n C(p) contains only elementary abelian 
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subgroups of order 8 which can be imbedded in an elementary abelian group 
of order 2s (compare Table I). So by Thompson’s transferlemma, we get 
/3 N t or p - t’. As C((t, 7r, pX, 6, /3)) = (t, rr, /3) and because of Lemma 2.6, 
we get /3 N t and so 6 N t - t’. Let 
x: (t, r, CL& 5, e, , e,,, B> - (t, t’, El-%, 19. 
Clearly x:(x, /3) + (t, rr) and hence t - p in C(n). As x maps (.ir, ph, 5, e, , e,,,> 
into EIEz we have x: (rr, e,) ---f (a, T). A Sylow 2-subgroup of C((n, e,)) 
contains (EIEz , e, , e7 , e,, , e, , /3) with index 2. If we factor out the elemn- 
tary abelian group of order 28, we get a dihedral group of order 8. But this is 
a contradiction, for the factor group of the Sylow 2-subgroup of C((,, e,)) by 
the elementary abelian subgroup of order 2s is elementary abelian of order 24; 
so 214 divides the order of G. Let T < T(x) with index 2. As t[ is the only 
conjugacy class in T which is conjugate to t and for which j C(tt) n T 1 is 29, 
we may assume x: rr + V, /3 --f /3,7 + 7, t + t(. By an easy calculation we then 
get x: e, -+ e, , 6 + t, PA + e,& and x2 E (v). As x normalizes 
C,d(e,, PA&) = CT, 7, e, , e,>, 
we get x: eT + e7z1 with xi E (n). In a similar way we get x: 4 + 7’~~ , 
e uh - e,e,,+3 , P - edwz4 , h + e&z, with za , x3, x4 E (T). As x operates 
involutionary on A, we have TV = (eneTpz4p and so zr = 1. Finally we get 
x: e, + e,e, . ~(2~) . e,(q) . .z5 and x: t’ + t’T’cq, with z5 , za E (r); here 
u(b) = 
i 
a if b#l 
1 if b=l. 
When computing [eA , t’]” = [ehz, t’“] = $ we get a contradiction, which 
proves the lemma. 
TABLE I 
T-Classes of Involutions Outside the Elementary Abelian 
Subgroup of Order 28 
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LEMMA 3.3. If we have case (b) of Lemma 3.1, then the group G cannot be 
simple. 
Proof. In G we have (t, z-, 7, ~LX, 6) = C,(t)’ - C!,(tt)’ = (t, T, T, [, e,&) 
and so (t, 7~~ T> - (tf, n, T), &Yt, T T> - Ee,&W, =, T>, and EO, r, T> u 
ph(t, r, T) - e,&t.$, r, r) U t(tf, ZT, r). Each of the cosets ((t, m, T> and 
pLh(t, ?r, T> contain two classes of involutions. Hence by Table II we get 
e,, - t. By the structure of N(R,) it follows that err N e, N e,, N e, N t in G. 
Assume at first 213 T 1 G I, then /3 must have a conjugate in {rr, t, t’}. Assume 
B - z-, then C(p) has a Sylow 2-subgroup S, containing (t, n, ph, t, e, , 
e,, , /3). As 1 C,(t)1 = 25, we get a contradiction by comparing this result 
with Table II. As / C((t, rr, pX, .$, e, , eUn , fi))] = 4, we have ,t3 - t, and 
e, - t forces (e, , e7 , E,E,) - (t, t’, E,E,) and hence t N t’ - /3. In S there 
are exactly 2 elementary abelian subgroups of order 24 which contain all 
n-conjugate involutions of S. But C&3) contains the involutions rr, PA, [, e,t@J 
that must be elements of at least 3 different elementary abelian subgroups. 
This contradiction forces I G I2 to be greater than 213: As t - tf in G, we have 
<t, t’, E,E,) N (6 t’, E a , e,,& e,h). Comparing Table II, the involutions 
of these two groups split in the following way: 
7r t t’ 
15 0 0 
0 16 0 
0 0 16 
4 0 0 
4 0 0 
0 0 16 
0 4 0 
0 4 0 
0 0 4 
0 0 4 
4 0 0 
0 0 4 
0 0 4 
0 4 0 
0 0 4 
0 0 4 
57 t t’ e, 
15 0 0 0 
0 16 0 0 
0 0 16 0 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 0 4 
0 0 16 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 0 4 0 
0 4 0 0 
4 0 0 0 
0 0 0 4 
0 4 0 0 
0 0 4 0 
0 0 4 0 
0 0 4 0 
4 0 0 0 
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Conjugacy Classes of Involutions in T 
x Cd-4 further conjugates 
(1) 71 
(2) -7 
(3) d 
(4) P 
(5) t 
(6) t’ 
(7) en 
63) e7 
(9) eLL.4 
(10) eA 
(11) 7’ 
(12) 7’t 
(13) 7’t’ 
213 - 
212 7) 717 
211 pLx<r, T> 
210 /L(“, 7) u x<?l, T) 
2” tZ(L) 
28 t’Z(L) u tt’Z(L) 
2’ e,Z(L) 
28 e,Z(L) U e,e,Z(L) 
2’ e,,Z(L) V e,e,$‘Z(L) U e,e,,tZ(L) U e,e,e,$t’Z(L) 
2” eAZ(L) U e,e,eAtZ(L) U e,e,tt’Z(L) U e,e,t’Z(L) U ewAenZ(L) U 
e,e,,e,tZ(L) U erreTeuAeAr’Z(L) U e,e,,+qtt’Z(L) 
28 r’t<r, 7) U e,r’tt’p(r, 7) U e,e,r’(n, T> U en7’t’pLh(77, 7) U 
7’&(7r, 7) U e,e,r’[t’X<rr, T) U eT7‘&v, 7) U e,-r’ftt’pA(v-r, 7> 
2p T’t’<71, 7) U e,r’<rr, T> U e,e,7’tt’pA(rr, 7) U e,7’tp(77, 7) U 
7’&t’(?i, T> U e,e,rf&?r, r> U e,r’&‘pX<a, 7) U e,r’[tX(n, T> 
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Hence the first group contains 27 conjugates of W, 28 conjugates of t, and 
56 conjugates of t’. The second group contains 27 conjugates of r, 
24 conjugates oft, 48 conjugates oft’, and 12 conjugates of e, . So e, - t - t’ 
in G. By looking at Table II, we see that there are exactly 3 classes of t-con- 
jugate involutions having 2Q in their centralizer taken in T, hence T must be 
a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, and so the lemma is proved. 
4. DISCUSSION OF THE CASES (2.5b) AND (2.5d) 
LEMMA 4.1. In this lemma we shall determine the possible Sylow 2-sub- 
groups of the simple group G. 
Consider (t, t’, EIEz , e,} with e, E O,(N(R,)) and e,: t + tn. By Lemma 2.6 
we may assume without loss of generality [e, , r’] = 1 and en2 = 1. Clearly, 
e,s E O,(N(R,)), so e,,e,,fl E (t, 7r) and so [e?, , e,a] = 1 and hence we may 
assume e, = e,s E O&N(&)) n O,(N(R,)), e,: t ---f t7, e,: t’ + t’7, e,: t’ + t’m, 
and er2 = eT2 = 1. At last we get the following two cases: (a) e,a = e,,e, and 
[e, , e,] = 1 or (b) e,a = e,e,t and [e,, , e,] = ~7. It seems to be reasonable to 
distinguish now the two cases t - e, in G and t + e, in G. 
(1) t -e, . Let S = (R,R, , e,, , e7, /3) 4 S(x) with index 2 and set 
A = (RlR2, e,, , e7). We then may assume x: VT + rr, T + 7, p--f p. 
Considering C,(p) we get x: t--f e&.&r(r) u e,,tph&(rr) u e&k’&(r). 
But as these three cosets occur symmetrically, let us put x: t + e,tp’s- 
without loss of generality. By Lemma 2.8 it follows that the coset e,,Ei does 
not contain any conjugate of t, and hence t - e,tphf N e,thr’f. So we may 
assume [x, e,] = 1 and x: e7 --f e,z, with z, E (n). By inspection we then 
easily get x: ~LT’ -+ TUT’, @ + &$, with z2 E (n). As e, - t and by 
Lemma 2.8 we must have x: e,,t&% + e&W& and so x: pFLh[ --f e,&rr. By 
similar arguments we then get x: p + e,,prrrz, , 7’ --f e,r’rz, , h + e,,e,X(r, T), 
4 --f e,e,[(r, r), t’ + e,t’phr’f(r, 7). According to Table III we at last get the 
following fusion under N(A): 
(1) (5) (13) (14) (16) of length 16 
(2) (6) (9) (11) (12) (15) of length 32 
(3) of length 3 
(4) (7) (8) (10) of length 24 
Hence / N(A)1 E {215 . 3, 215 . 32}. N ow consider N(A)/A = X. Clearly, 
1 X 1 is equal to 25 . 3 or 25 . 32. If ) X 1 = 25 .3, then it follows easily that 
1 O,(X)1 = 24. If ) X ) = 25 * 32, then obviously O,(X) # 1. Assume 
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TABLE III 
Splitting of the Cosets of A/( ST, T) Under the Action of b and G 
(1) t 
(2) t’ - tt’ 
(3) e, - e,e, - eT 
(4) p - /Lx - h - 7’ ~ 7’6 - 5 
(5) tp - t/d - tX - r7’ - t7’f - t.$ 
(6) t’p - tfpX - t’X - tt’d - tt‘d[ - tt’( 
(7) 
(8) 
(9) 
(10) 
(11) 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
(15) 
(16) 
B E QN4 th en (/3,/I”) < O,(N(A)), but (p, PC) of course is a 
(2,3)-group. So O,(N(A)) d oes not contain Sylow 2-subgroups of C(t). 
Assume by way of contradiction that there is an 1 # a E O,(X) with 
[a, GA] = 1. This means (t(r, r>)“” = (t(n, T))” and hence 
By symmetry let (t(rr, T))” = ~‘(QT, T} and so (tt’(n, T>)” = tt’(?~, T). But 
then O,(N(A)) would contain a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(tt’), which is 
impossible. Hence GA operates fixpointfree on O,(X) and so 1 O,(X)1 E {4,16}. 
As (‘rr, T) d N(A) we have C((r, T)) 4 N(A) with index 6 and so X contains 
a normal subgroup of order 24 . 3. It follows that 1 O,(X)\ is equal to 16. 
Let B, = (A, e, , e,,) and B, = (A, e,, , ea) be Sylow 2-subgroups of N(R,) 
with BIB = B, and the e, chosen as in Lemma 3.1. Clearly (B, , B,) < 
O,(N(A)) and because of the operation of (6, G) we even get equality 
O&N(A)) = (A, e,, , e,, , e,’ , ec). So O,(N(A))@) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of 
N(A). The known relations are sufficient now to show that A is a characteristic 
subgroup of O,(N(A)) and so we get 215 T 1 G I. 
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Every involution in O,(N(A)) is conjugate to one of the following t, t’, e, , V. 
There are exactly 12 conjugates of e,, under N(A) and so [e, , e,], [e, , e,], 
e7,], and [e, , eJ all lie in (n, T). We have ey, E ene.,,R2 and so we easily get 
k 1 4 = [e, eZ] = 1 for all x E (T’, 4, CL, h}. As [eV , e,] = 1 and because of 
the structure of N(R,) the commutators [e, , e,] and [e,, , eJ must be 1. 
Without loss of generality we may choose e,’ and eg so that e,“, = e,e, , 
e,“, = eve,’ , el’ = eweTeA , etp = e,e,ec , cut E e,e,e,(T>, e$. E eme7e,~(7m), 
e,,( E e,eA(r), egA E ereC(nr). All involutions in a Sylow 2-subgroup outside 
O,(N(A)) are conjugate to fl under this Sylow 2-subgroup. Assume that C(p) 
contains elementary abelian subgroups of order 2s. As C(t) n C(p) does not 
contain elementary abelian subgroups of order 24 it follows that t cannot 
normalize a elementary abelian subgroup of order 28 of C(p). Hence Sylow 
2-subgroups of C(p) contain two elementary abelian subgroups of order 2* 
which are conjugate by t. As there are only two elementary abelian subgroups 
of order 2s in a Sylow 2-subgroup of G, we must have t N /3, a contradiction. 
If t + t’, then the order of the center of a Sylow 2-subgroup of C(f) is 24 and 
so /3 + t’. Hence we have t N 6. W e may choose an a so that a: t -+ /3, 
77 - 77, r -+ e, -+ 7, e, + e,(r). Continuing in that way, we may even 
assume that a normalizes (E E e 1 2, sy e7, e,, 6, e,, 6 e ). But this is a final 
contradiction because fl interchanges the two elementary abelian subgroups of 
order 28 whereas t normalizes them. 
(2) t N err implies t’ wt.LetxEGwithx:t+e,and 
x: <t, t’, El-G, B> --f (e, , e, , J%%, 0 
So consequently: [en , eT] = 1, x: m -+ n, T -+ T, ,3 + ,3. As x: N((t, ST, T)) n 
Cb-) - N((e, , n, T>) n Cbd, we easily get that x normalizes E1E2 and so 
X: /LT’ -+ /LT’(?T> u p@(r) u ~T’[(T> and t?,, -+ t(T) u e&T’T(T) u 
e,$phfT(T) U e,$hT’fT(7T>. The transformation, p -+ X, X 3 ~LX, 7’ --t 7~7’6, 
f -+ XT’, and (t, t’, e, , e, , 8) fixed, shows that pT’, $f, and hT’.$ occur 
symmetrically. The assumtion x: e, -+ e&T’7 leads to a contradiction when 
computing (e&T’T)’ and (e,$T’f)“. S o we may assume x: t -+ e, -+ t. As 
x2 E C(t) n C(m) it follows that the order of x is a power of 2 and by our above 
calculations x normalizes S = (R,R, , e, , e, , p) and x2 E C(<t, e, , /3)), and 
so S is a subgroup of S(x) of index 2. By means of the above transformation 
we get x: PLY’ ---f pT’ and then either x: hT’( -+ AT’5 or x: hT’5 -+ &[. Assume 
by way of contradiction [A?-‘(, x] = 1, then x centralizes E,E,J(n-, T), and so 
T’ = (t, ?T, 7, pT’, hT’[, e, , e$‘). Taking a thirteenth generator y so that 
T 4 T(y) with index 2 we see by computing C(t) n T’ that y centralizes t. 
An easy calculation now shows that without loss of generality x: r -+ rr, 
7 -+ 7, e, - 4 eT --+ t’, t-e,, t’ - e, , B - B, ,.& - T’WT, h - &TTZ2 , 
8 -+ k, , T’ + pT, x2 = Tp’Z2 with z2 , xa E <rr>. Consider now (RlR2 , e,, , e,), 
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a characteristic subgroup of T. Clearly, (x, /3, G) < N(A) and we already 
know the following fusional behavior of the representatives of the cosets of 
Al(rr, 7) that consists of involutions only. 
TABLE IV 
(1) t - e,, - eve7 - e, - t’ - tt’-of length 6 
(2) tp - +A - th - e,r’ - e,7’4 - e,f - e,p - e,X - enpA - t7’ - tf - t7’.$ - 
eneprt - e,e,f - e,e,r’ - e,c - e,r’ - e$E - ep - e,pX - e,p - e,e,pX - 
eTe7p - e,e,X - tt’pLX - tt’h - tt’p - t’h - pp - fph - t’[ - t17ff _ 
t’T’ - tt’r’t - tt’T’ - tt’&-of length 36 
(3) e,tpr’ - e,e,t&‘f - e,tht - eXtt’pLh7’[ - e&h< - e,e,tt’h( - e,e,t’p/ - 
e,t’&‘< - e,tt’pr’--of length 9 
(4) WJE - e,tAr’t - e,e&’ - e7tpd[ - e,e7tpf - e&W - entt’p( - 
e,t’+’ - e,tt’hr’ - e/p’5 - e,e,t’& - e,t’W - e,e,tt’p’( - 
e,e,tt’p.hr’ - e=t’pL% - e,tt’hr’< - e,e,t’h/( - e,tt’pX&of length 18 
(5) P - $ - X - 7’ - [ - r’(-of length 6 
Considering 1 N(A)j, we easily get (1) - (4) - (2) but neither conjugate 
to (3) nor to (5), and so j N(A)J = 213 * 32 . 5 and especially2la * 3 . 5 1 1 C(r)l. 
We already have T 4 T(y) with index 2 and so by analogous methods and 
computations as above we then get: y: r --+ rr, T + 7, t -+ e,thr’t, e, + 
e&k+, /3 + jgtAr’(, t’ -+ e,t’&z* , e7 --+ e,t’hr’z, with z, , a, E (w), and then 
either 
(a) y: p -+ e,tt’~5-‘x6 , X -+ e&k+, , 7’ + e,e,t’pr’7r7z6 , t -+ e,tk++z, , 
x + xe,e,t’pz8 , and y2 = e$@W&, with ,x6 , x, , z, , x, E (r) and rr = 
x,x,x, = x5x, , or 
(b) y: TV + e,e,t’pr’ze , h -+ e,tX& , 7’ --f e#t’,t17’za, 5 + e,t’X&x8z+, 
x + xe,e,t’t+, , and y2 = h@xz, with z6 , x, , x8 , zg E (r) and 1 = zazsz, and 
7r = x,x, . 
LEMMA 4.2. 213 = 1 G I2 . 
Proof. In both cases (a) and (b) Table IV shows that 2r3 T / N(A)/ and 
as A is a characteristic subgroup of T(y), the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 4.3. G contains on@ two classes of involutions. Case (b) of the 
above computations cannot occur and xQ = rr, zg = z4z5 , and zg = rrz4z5 . 
Proof. Set B = ((tp, t’ph, W, r, e&r’, e,t’~k’&, p, X, e, , e, , x, y). We 
have t - tp in G and so B - R,(e, , e, , e, , eA , T’, I>- Hence B is generated 
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by involutions and so case (b) of Lemma 4.1 cannot occur. Considering the 
structure of N(R,), we see that G has only two classes of involutions. The last 
three equations are a consequence of the fact that T(y) must be generated by 
its involutions and of the structure of O,(N(R,)). This proves the lemma. 
LEMMA 4.4. Solution of the fusion problem of T(y) outside the subgroup A. 
Proof. As 1 C@) n C(t)lz = 25, we must have /3 - t in G. As the centers 
of suitable Sylow 2-subgroups of C(t) and C(p) are (rr, t) and (.rr, fi) respec- 
tively, we get p - t in C(n). The T-classes of involutions outside A have the 
following representatives: px, h&Ix, t-/y, ,ufiy, txy, and e,#?xy. The coset e,,R, 
contains only t-conjugate involutions. So by a straightforward computation 
we see that t is conjugate to px, tr’y, txy, and t’ in C(V). Assume by way of 
contradiction h&9x - t: Then all rr-conjugates of CTo,)o(@x) must lie in two 
elementary abelian subgroups, which is not true, hence X&Ix - V. Then by 
Lemma 2.8 it follows &3y - e,@xy - t in G. As &(t+y) = (.?r, 7, e&r’, t/3, 
e,t’+W~, xe,e,tr’, My) we have (n, e&r’) - (z-, T) under C(n) and so 
7 - e,,tp+ under C(r). As [p, e,,+m’] = n we get p - e&T’ under C(m) and 
analogously h - e,t’+-‘E under C(m). M ore than the lemma has been proved. 
LEMMA 4.5. O,(C(n)) = E = @x&/t, v, T, TV, T’, e&T’, e,e,t’pT’), an 
extraspecial group of order 27 of quaternion type or Oz(C(z-)) = (rr). 
Proof. With the information we have so far, it follows by inspection that 
Oa(C(r)) must be T(y) if it is not contained in E. Assume now Os(C(n)) = 
T(y). Then C(n) acts onZ(A) = (‘rr, T), against 7 - e&r’ under C(r). Thus 
Oa(C(r)) < E. The conjugation in E under C(n) we know so far yields the 
following three classes: QT, px;\~‘f---32 conjugates, and T-22 conjugates. The 
32 conjugates Of pXhT’[ generate E and the 22 conjugates of 7 generate a group 
with centre (.rr, T), and so the lemma follows. 
Now consider the case Oa(C(n)) = (x). Let X be a minimal normal 
subgroup of C(n)/(n). By the action of (t, t’} we see that X must be a direct 
product of nonabelian isomorphic simple groups. By the same reasons as in 
Lemma 4.5 there are the following possibilities for Sylow 2-subgroups of X, 
namely (1) (n, 7) e&T’, CL, T’, e,tfw’)/<~) or (2) El(m) or (3) T<Y)/<~>. 
(1) If 1 X 1s = 25 then X would be a nonabelian simple group with 
elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. By [9] it follows that such a group has 
only one class of involutions. 
(2) If ( X Ia = 26 then there are three cases for X: 
(a) X is a nonabelian simple group with I X I2 = 2‘j with elementary 
abelian Sylow 2-subgroups. 
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(b) X is a direct product of 2 nonabelian simple isomorphic groups 
with elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroups of order 23. Both cases (a) and (b) 
may be omitted as in (1). 
(c) X is a direct product of three nonabelian isomorphic simple 
groups with elementary abelian Sylow 2-subgroups of order 4. There is an 
element of order 5 in N(A) which operates nontrivially on E/(n). But on a 
direct product of three nonabelian isomorphic simple groups no element of 
order 5 can operate as a permutation. 
(3) T(y)/(a) is a Sylow 2-subgroup of X. As Z( T(y)/(q)) = 
(m, T>/(T) is cyclic, X then must be a nonabelian simple group with odd 
index in C(rr)/(rr). 
5. IDENTIFICATION WITH Sz 
LEMMA 5.1. (C(T) n N(A))A/A g A, x (I), whew I is an involution 
and IA is the same kft coset of A as /3xA. 
Proof. Set V = (C(T) n N(A))A/A. Clearly, 1 V / = 23 3 . 5. Assume 
by way of contradiction that O(V) # 1. Then @A, yA) operates as a four 
group on O(V). Let aA be a nontrivial element of O(V) with [aA, PA] = 1, 
then aAmust operate fixpoint free on the four cosets(t, e,, e&L@, e,,thT’[)(n, T) 
of A/(n-, T). This contradiction yields / O(V)1 = 1 C,&k?yA)I . / C,(,)(yA)I. 
We have C*/(.rr, T)(t?y) = (e&r’, e$phT’[, e,tt’r’, tt’p’f, n, r)/(.ir, T) 
and CJ(‘ir, ~)(~/3y) = (e&r’, t’[, tpX[, e,e,t’r’, e$, T, T)/(T, T). The first 
group contains 12 n-conjugate involutions and the second 16 t-conjugate and 
4 n-conjugate involutions. As no m-conjugate element in A - (T, T) is 
centralized by an element of N(A) of order 5, we must have 1 0( V)i E (I, 3). 
If j O(V)1 = 3, then 1 O,,,,(V)/ I 3 . 23, but 5 +- / GL(3,2)/ and so V is not 
solvable. Sylow 2-subgroups are elementary abelian of order 8, hence 
V E A, x (I) where I is an involution with 
IA E @A, xA, yA, /3xA, xyA, ,BxyA). 
Each of these cosets contains either 16 or 32 involutions, which are conjugate 
to n only in the case IA = /3xA, and so the assertion follows. 
LEMMA 5.2. N(E)/E g PSp(4,3). 
Proof. We already know 7 N e&r under C(n). A Sylow 2-subgroup 
of N((n, 7)) contains only one a-conjugate class of involutions that transforms 
T into ~7, namely h&x. Looking at e&T’ we see that there are exactly 
32 +conjugate involutions in E that transform e&T’ into e&T’%-. Hence the 
481/33/2-I” 
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conjugation 7 N e&T’ is already possible under N(E), and so we see that all 
involutions in E - (n) must be conjugate under N(E). As E is a charac- 
teristic subgroup of A($) we get that A, operates on E and so 
15 1 1 N(E) n C(T)/. The orthogonal group that might operate on E is up to 
an index 2 the group PSp(4, 3). We h ave found so far that 1 N(E)/E 1 = 
1 PSp(4, 3)/, and so the lemma easily follows. 
LEMMA 5.3. E is strongly closed in T(y) with respect to C(r). 
Proof. By Lemma 5.2 it is enough to show that neither 7 nor ~7’ have 
further conjugates in T(y) - E under C(V). 
The following T(y)-classes of involutions cannot be conjugate to 7 under 
C(n): h with C,,,,(h(n)) == (t, t’, rr, 7, p, h, h’f, e, , e,) and e,e,tt’@ with 
CT~,,(e,e,tt’h&r)) = (t’, r, 7, tp, th, tr’, t[, e,t, e$, x, ty). A Sylow 2-sub- 
group of C(r(n)) contains exactly 32 involutions that map 7 onto ~7 and which 
are all conjugate to r and generate an extraspecial group of quaternion type 
of order 2? and center (v). We have h7’t = Xrr and hei?tt’*h7’ e= hrr but 
[T’[, e,tt’+‘[] = ~7 and (e,e,tt’h[)@ = e,e,tt’h[r and (e,,e#h&‘t = 
e,e,tt’h[r but [CL/\, T’[] = ~7. Finally we must show that the following 
T(y)-classes of elements of order 4 cannot be conjugate to PT’ under 
C(n): e,th, e,t’&, e,t‘hr’, e,t’h.$, &$, t’&, t’@If, t7ih.$, th+[, t’hr’t, @yr, 
te$xyr, /IT. The structure of T(y) yields that D = (t, t’, r, 7, p, T’, hf, 
e R , e, , /3, X) is a Sylow a-subgroup of C(PT’(~~>). Hence 1 D n A 1 = 2s and 
we easily see that D n A is the only subgroup of D of order 2g with the 
property that all elements have not more than 4 conjugates in that group. The 
first ten elements of the above list contain such a group in their centralizer 
taken in T(y) and in any of these cases this group is even contained in A. In 
A there are five elementary abelian subgroups of order 24 consisting of n-con- 
jugates only, namely (x, 7, e&7’, e$@b’~), (r, 7, eser+X7’[, e,t’hE), 
(.rr, 7, e$[, e&tbb’[), E1 , and E, . The first three of these groups lie in 
D n A and even centralize ~7’ and not just only IT’. In none of the cases 
from e,,tX up to t’XT’( are three elementary abelian subgroups of order 24 in the 
characteristic subgroup of order 2s described above. We still have to consider 
the last three cases. We compute D’ = (rr, 7, t, e, , e$‘, ~7’). Then D’ 
contains the following elements of order 4 with square r: {PT’, e,t, e,e,t’, 
e,tt’}(n) and {e,pT’, +7’}(r). Clearly no element of the second set can be 
conjugate to an element of the first set. If we compute the commutator groups 
of the centralizers taken in T(y) in the last three cases, we see that there are 
at least 8 elements of order 4 with square T that are not conjugate to ~7’. So we 
have shown that E is strongly closed in T(y) with respect to C(n). 
LEMMA 5.4. G is isomorphic with Sz. 
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Pyoof. Using Lemma 5.3 and [3] we easily see that the case 02(C(n)) = 
(n) cannot occur. Hence it follows that Op(C(7r)) = E and so C(r)/E z 
PSp(4, 3). Comparing now our results with [lo] we get G s Sx and so the 
lemma and the whole theorem have been proved. 
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